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Abstract

The Remote Framebuffer protocol (RFB) enables clients to connect to and control remote graphical resources. This document describes a transport for RFB using the WebSocket protocol, and defines a corresponding WebSocket subprotocol, enabling an RFB server to offer resources to clients with WebSocket connectivity, such as web-browsers.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Background

_This section is non-normative._

The WebSocket Protocol [RFC6455] provides a reliable, full-duplex, message-oriented transport. The opening handshake is formatted as an HTTP request and response, enabling access to resources through intermediaries obeying HTTP semantics, such as proxies. This enables resources served over a WebSocket-based transport to be accessible to all web user-agents.

In addition, although untrusted websites cannot be given a mechanism to make arbitrary TCP connections, web-browsers are able to offer web
resources such as JavaScript scripts the ability to make arbitrary connections using the WebSocket protocol. The initial HTTP-formatted handshake is performed by the user agent rather than the untrusted web resource, and it conveys origin context, unlike a TCP handshake. The web-browser is therefore able to allow pages to open WebSocket connections, without opening up remote access to servers on the local network, because WebSocket servers are able to check the origin passed by the browser.

Therefore, offering RFB resources over a WebSocket-based transport opens access to a variety of applications such as web pages, which are unable to use the TCP transport described in The RFB Protocol [RFC6143].

The purpose of defining a WebSocket subprotocol is firstly to give endpoints a clear way to indicate how the RFB stream is mapped to WebSocket frames, ensuring compatible transport of the stream by using an agreed mapping. Secondly, using a WebSocket subprotocol enables multiple services to run at once on a single server. Services which run over TCP/IP commonly use a port number allocated for each service to enable multiple listening services on one machine, but the behaviour of HTTP proxies makes it likely that WebSocket servers will commonly be run only on ports 80 and 443. The WebSocket subprotocol mechanism is analogous to the port number system of IP addressing, but uses a short string naturally associated with the service for identification, rather than an allocated number.

1.2. Overview of the WebSocket Protocol as a stream transport

_This section is non-normative._

The RFB Protocol [RFC6143], section 7 explains that the protocol may operate over any reliable stream- or message-oriented transport, but only describes the RFB protocol as a stream of octets. This gives a clear mapping for the TCP/IP transport, but for message-oriented transport layers, the encapsulation of the RFB octet-stream must be specified.

In this document, the WebSocket subprotocol for RFB is defined to place no importance on the message boundaries of the WebSocket layer. Instead, WebSocket messages are concatenated to form an octet stream in each direction.

This is firstly because some RFB messages may be large, such as those containing pixel data, and it may be a significant burden to some client to require these to be processed as a single message. The WebSocket API [WSAPI] requires clients to buffer the fragments of the WebSocket message until the entire message has been received.
Although the RFB server and any WebSocket-aware proxy can fragment the message as it chooses, a client application such as a mobile web-browser would have to consume several megabytes of memory to satisfy the requirements of the WebSocket API, if an RFB FramebufferUpdate message could not be split across multiple WebSocket messages.

Secondly, it is advantageous to RFB servers to be able to wrap the RFB stream in WebSocket messages flexibly. As well as being a convenience to implementors of RFB servers, it also enables WebSocket connectivity to be added to legacy software using a proxy. Without requiring knowledge the protocol, a generic proxy may be used which concatenates WebSocket messages received from the WebSocket client to send over TCP to the RFB server, and reads bytes from the RFB server and sends them to the client via WebSocket messages.

2. Definitions

RFB client, server, endpoint: As defined in The RFB Protocol [RFC6143], section 1. An RFB endpoint is an RFB client or server.

WebSocket client, server, endpoint: As described in The WebSocket Protocol [RFC6455], section 1.2.

RFB WebSocket subprotocol: The WebSocket subprotocol (described in [RFC6455] section 1.9) which acts as a transport for the RFB Protocol, as described in this document.

RFB WebSocket client, server, endpoint: An RFB client, server, or endpoint respectively which is also a WebSocket client, server, or endpoint and uses the RFB WebSocket subprotocol as the RFB transport.

3. Interaction with the WebSocket Protocol

The WebSocket Protocol contains a number of features not present in TCP. These are discussed here in turn, and their interpretation by RFB entities conforming to the RFB WebSocket subprotocol.

3.1. The "Sec-WebSocket-Protocol" header

The WebSocket Protocol [RFC6455] section 4, "Opening Handshake", describes the use of the "Sec-WebSocket-Protocol" header to indicate negotiation of a WebSocket subprotocol. The requirements of this section as described by the key words "MUST", "SHOULD", and so on, are not superseded by use of the RFB WebSocket subprotocol. A WebSocket client aware of the RFB WebSocket subprotocol may choose to request the subprotocol by including the token "rfb" in the "Sec-WebSocket-Protocol" header in its request. A WebSocket server aware
of the RFB WebSocket subprotocol may choose to respond to such a request by including a "Sec-WebSocket-Protocol" header in its response containing the token "rfb".

The interpretation of any data following the opening WebSocket handshake is determined by the subprotocol in effect, if any. If the RFB WebSocket subprotocol was not requested by the client or was not selected by the server, then this document does not place any interpretation on the subsequent data. In particular, if a client requests any subprotocol but the server not include it in its response, the client cannot assume any particular meaning for the data that follows. This is because WebSocket servers may ignore requests for any unknown subprotocols and proceed, and in practice are expected to do so. If the WebSocket client requires use of a particular subprotocol, it is its responsibility to close the connection if use of the subprotocol was not successfully negotiated.

The RFB WebSocket subprotocol does not place any restrictions on use of the subprotocol alongside WebSocket extensions. The effect of any such extensions is outside the scope of this document.

3.2. Close Frames

When the RFB WebSocket subprotocol is in use, the status code and reason of any WebSocket Close frames relate only to the WebSocket transport, not the RFB stream using the transport. The WebSocket connection will normally be closed by a status code 1000 ("Normal Closure") or 1001 ("Going Away"). Any status code or reason sent by the WebSocket client or server SHOULD NOT convey RFB-specific information. No status codes in the private use range 4000-4999 are defined by this subprotocol. No mapping is provided between WebSocket Close frame status codes and the strings used in RFB Close messages.

Any RFB-specific close data MAY be conveyed using an appropriate RFB message. For example, in the case of an RFB authentication failure, the close condition may be conveyed using an RFB SecurityResult message as appropriate, after which the WebSocket connection may be closed using a Close frame status code indicating success. As long as there were no errors in the transport, the WebSocket Close frame does not use a status code indicating failure, even though the RFB connection failed to be established, because the RFB error was conveyed as application data over the WebSocket transport.

The meaning of any status codes used in Close frames MUST refer to the state of the WebSocket protocol, for status codes defined in the WebSocket Protocol and any subsequent versions, or other status codes registered by the IANA in the Close Code Number Registry. For
example, the status code 1002 ("Protocol Error") describes errors in
the WebSocket protocol and not an error in the RFB stream carried by
the transport.

3.3. Data Frames

The RFB octet-stream is transported using Data frames with opcode 0x2
(Binary). When the RFB WebSocket subprotocol is in use and no
WebSocket extensions are in use, WebSocket clients MUST send RFB data
using Binary messages.

RFB WebSocket subprotocol does not specify any multiplexing of
connections or interleaving of data with other streams. Where no
WebSocket extensions are in use, RFB WebSocket clients MUST use
Binary messages exclusively for RFB data, such that the octets from
the ordered stream of Binary WebSocket messages when truncated
conform with the description given in the RFB Protocol [RFC6143].

The frame boundaries do not have to be aligned in any way with the
RFB stream. RFB WebSocket endpoints, when receiving messages, MUST
NOT vary their behaviour based on the framing of the RFB stream using
WebSocket messages. It is suggested that RFB WebSocket endpoints
avoid sending empty messages, and that endpoints impose a suitable
limit on the size of the messages they send to avoid placing
unnecessary load on clients.

The interpretation of Text messages (with opcode 0x1) is unspecified.
RFB WebSocket endpoints SHOULD NOT send Text messages, but if a
WebSocket extension is in use which uses these messages they may be
sent. An RFB WebSocket client receiving such a message SHOULD fail
the WebSocket connection (as defined in section 7.1.7 of [RFC6455])
except where any method has been used to negotiate a meaning for
these messages.

4. Versioning Considerations

The RFB WebSocket subprotocol is identified by the token "rfb". This
token contains no version component, since the RFB protocol is
already versioned in its initial handshake. The definition of this
subprotocol makes no reference to the specific format of messages in
RFB 3.8, so is applicable to subsequent versions of the RFB protocol.

5. IANA Considerations

RFC Editor Note: Please set the RFC number assigned for this document
in the sub-sections below and remove this note.
5.1. Registration of the RFB WebSocket Subprotocol

This specification describes a WebSocket subprotocol registered in the WebSocket Subprotocol Name Registry defined in [RFC6455], section 11.5. This registration supersedes the prior registration for "rfb" referencing [RFC6143].

Subprotocol Identifier: "rfb"

Subprotocol Common Name: RFB

Subprotocol Definition: RFC??? (this document)

6. Security Considerations

6.1. Origin checking

Using the WebSocket protocol as a transport presents fresh challenges, since the connections can be created by untrusted resources which originate outside the local subnetwork and have traversed any firewalls in place. This differs from TCP connections. For example, an RFB server accessible over TCP on the local subnetwork may be configured on the assumption that connections originate inside the trusted subnet, and this assumption may be enforced using a firewall. To make a connection, any client has to have already gained access to the subnet.

This is not the case for a RFB server accepting connections over the WebSocket protocol. The WebSocket protocol is specifically designed so that it is safe to allow untrusted resources to make connections, on the assumption that WebSocket servers carefully enforce any applicable restrictions on the origin of content. In the TCP example, the RFB server does not need to enforce the restriction that connections originate inside the subnet, is this is implemented by the firewall. However, a web-browser running on a machine in the subnet may open up WebSocket connection based on scripts loaded from any source at all on a web page, originating outside the subnet. The web-browser is only able to allow the script to do this on the basis that the Origin header it sends conveys enough information for the WebSocket server to apply any policies and decide if the connection is to be accepted.

Therefore, any WebSocket server implementers must carefully consider the implications of opening up access to resources via the WebSocket Protocol. Any WebSocket server must act as its own firewall, since it receives essentially unfiltered connections from the public Internet. In the case of an RFB server which is accessible over TCP as well as the RFB WebSocket subprotocol, the TCP connection may be
hidden behind a firewall or NAT or for any other reason may be not publicly accessible on the Internet. In this case, the origin restrictions in place for the TCP connections should be also enforced by the WebSocket server implementation, or else clearly documented in such a way that administrators of the software do not misunderstand the scope of who can connect in to the server.

Unless all WebSocket software that runs in a LAN environment is implemented to enforce these restrictions, web-browser vendors may not be able to justify permitting untrusted web resources (JavaScript) to make WebSocket connections.

6.2. Data authentication and integrity

Where applicable, the Secure WebSocket Protocol (using the WebSocket Protocol over TLS [RFC5246]) may be used. However, it is not practicable in all circumstances to provision many dynamically-run RFB servers on a LAN with a certificate which browsers can verify, so implementors may choose to use an unencrypted WebSocket connection, but authenticate the server at the application level using an encrypting RFB Security Type, verifying the peer using identities known to the RFB client rather than the browser.

Therefore, use of TLS is encouraged alongside other mechanisms including secure RFB Security Types. It is strongly recommended that one of these two mechanisms is used to provide authentication of the server, and integrity and confidentiality of RFB data.

6.3. Creating a Safe JavaScript Environment

Many of the RFB clients using WebSockets are likely to be implemented in JavaScript and executed by web-browsers. In this case, implementors must be aware of the difficulties of executing JavaScript in a safe context. Banners and other resources loaded alongside the page may substitute functions into top-level objects and subvert the security of the connection or skim passwords. When implementing any application which prompts for a user’s password or sends and receives data which may be sensitive, the application must be loaded from a safe context, such as a web page served over HTTPS, and which loads no untrusted external resources. Certain operations required for encryption, such as secure random number generation, may require browser support such as the Web Cryptography API [WCAPI].
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